When the four smartest kids from Beaverton High boarded their bus to the
“High Q” National Trivia Finals, they knew it would be an exciting trip – but
they had no idea it would turn into a trip of monstrous proportions!
While on their way to the big city, a freak storm plunged the bus off a cliff and
into the choppy waters below. As the driver swam safely to shore, the bus and its
four brainy students drifted off on the briny ocean…
Days later, the bus slams onto the beach of a small, uncharted island, and the castaways
quickly realize that until they’re rescued, they’re looking at their new home. But they soon
discover that the island is already home for tribes of hideous MONSTERS who aren’t very keen
on having nerdy visitors! So the four NERDS must use nothing but their smarts to survive the
relentless beasts that are threatened by their human ‘invaders’ – and lucky for the nerds, these
dim-witted monsters don’t have any ‘smarts!’
The four teen students are experts in their respective academic fields. DUDLEY SQUAT,
the short and stubborn leader, is a trivia wiz and a font of useless - but sometimes useful information; FAREED SINGH is the perpetually frightened Science specialist; the tall and
physically awkward Becky Hoogerstein knows all about History, with an encyclopedic knowledge
of military skirmishes; and the Spock-like and emotionless WINSTON CHANG is a mathematical and
statistical brainiac of the highest order.
Battling the Nerds are the paranoid Monsters: ZAR, the easily-frustrated Alpha Male with sharp
claws and horns who’s always ready with a plan – that inevitably always goes wrong; VINK, the emotional
one-eyed giant who likes to collect little furry pets; SKUR, the perpetually salivating lizard who’s tired of being
second banana to Zar; URP and DURN, the constantly bickering husband and wife who have the unfortunate luck of
sharing a single body; and their pre-teen monster son LYLE, who’d rather be having fun with the Nerds instead of
trying to destroy them!
NERDS AND MONSTERS is a hilarious action-packed series that celebrates the Nerd – and Monster! – in all of us.
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